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ABSTRACT

A conceptual model is developed to analyze how radiative cooling and the effect of moisture and

shallow convection modify the boundary layer (BL) structure and the strength of mesoscale shallow

circulations. The moist BL allows for a convective mass flux to modify the BL mass balance, which

enhances inversion entrainment compared to a dry case and acts as a moisture valve to the BL. The

convective mass flux is found to be insensitive to the applied radiative cooling and in the absence of

heterogeneities cloud-free conditions exist only for unusual large-scale forcings. The model is able to

explain the moderate range of BL heights and humidities observed in the trades. In a two-column setup,

differential radiative BL cooling causes a pressure difference, which drives a BL flow from the cold and

moist column to the warm and dry column and couples them dynamically. The small inversion buoyancy

jump of the moist BL yields a stronger BL flow of 4 m s21 instead of 1 m s21 in the dry case. For typical

conditions of the subsidence-dominated tropical oceans, a radiatively driven shallow circulation is

stronger than one driven by sea surface temperature (SST) gradients. While the strength of the SST-

driven circulation decreases with decreasing SST difference, the radiatively driven circulation is in-

sensitive to the radiative BL cooling difference. In both cases, convection is suppressed in the descending

branch of the shallow circulation and enhanced in the ascending branch, resembling patterns of orga-

nized shallow convection.

1. Introduction

In regions of large-scale subsidence over the tropical

oceans, such as the trades, shallow convection is ubiq-

uitous. These shallow clouds vary little in their cloud-

base height and rain frequently although not heavily

(e.g., Riehl et al. 1951; Nuijens et al. 2014). There is

growing evidence that shallow cumulus clouds are often

accompanied by shallow circulations, which are con-

fined to the lower 2–3 km of the troposphere but are

larger than the individual cloud scale and thought to

enhance the organization of shallow clouds into patches,

clusters, or bands (Bony et al. 2017; Bretherton and

Blossey 2017). In this study, we derive a simple con-

ceptual model to assess how the boundary layer (BL)

structure is modified by the presence of moist convec-

tion, shallow circulations, and their interaction. The

derived model shows that a shallow circulation driven

by radiative differences can suppress convection in its

descending branch and enhance convection in its neigh-

boring ascending branch, resembling patterns of organized

convection.

The trade wind cumulus regime, which is dominated

by shallow clouds and large-scale subsidence, shows

moderate subsidence throughout most of the tropo-

sphere (Figs. 1a,b; see caption for method and data or-

igin). In regions of low liquid water path (LWP),

subsidence increases with height above the surface,

maximizing near 850 hPa. In regions of high LWP mean

ascending motion prevails below 800hPa and is associ-

ated with active shallow convection and higher low-level

cloud fraction. This vertical velocity pattern is associ-

ated with horizontal convergence at 800 hPa in low-

LWP regions and divergence at 800hPa in high-LWP

regions. At the surface, regions of low LWP are domi-

nated by divergence and regions of high LWP are

dominated by convergence. Together these patterns

depict a shallow mesoscale circulation with increasing

low-level subsidence in regions of low convective ac-

tivity, mean ascending motion in regions of active shal-

low convection, a shallow outflow from convective to
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nonconvective regions around 800hPa, and an inflow

at the surface (Stevens et al. 2001; Bretherton and

Blossey 2017).

The causes of these shallow mesoscale circulations

are still a matter of some debate. Idealized studies show

that to cause a shallow circulation instead of a deep

circulation a heating needs to be placed within the BL

instead of above it (Nicholls et al. 1991; Wu et al. 2000;

Wu 2003; Bellon et al. 2017; Stevens et al. 2017). In an

influential paper, Lindzen and Nigam (1987) proposed

that surface winds are driven by sea surface tempera-

ture (SST) differences through baroclinic pressure gra-

dients that develop as the SST imprints its temperature

on the BL. This sea-breeze-like mechanism has been

confirmed by many studies (e.g., Emanuel et al. 1994;

Sobel and Neelin 2006; Nolan et al. 2007). However,

typical SST gradients for subsidence-dominated shal-

low cumulus regimes are rather low, around 0.3K

(100km)21 (Fig. 1d). Besides SST differences, spatial

differences in low-level radiative cooling are expected

to drive shallow circulations (Nigam 1997; Wang et al.

2005; Nishant et al. 2016; Naumann et al. 2017). In

subsidence regions with a dry free troposphere and a

moist BL, low-level radiative cooling is strong because

the moist and warm BL strongly emits longwave radia-

tion but relatively little returns to the BL top from the

dry layer above (Fig. 1c). For a weaker humidity in-

version due to moister air above the BL, the radiative

BL cooling is considerably weaker. Also, the presence of

shallow cumulus clouds modifies the radiative profile

and tends to weaken radiative cooling at cloud base.

A typical value of a difference of radiative cooling

FIG. 1. (a) Pressure velocity and (b) cloud fraction in 18 3 18 subdomains sorted by LWPpercentiles. The analyses

is based on simulations performed for December 2013 with 1.25-km grid spacing (Klocke et al. 2017) and is limited

to a subtropical region dominated by shallow clouds (128–178N, 638–438W). Typical (c) radiation profile and (d) SST

distribution for a subtropical region dominated by large-scale subsidence and shallow convection. (c) Potential

temperature and humidity profiles used to calculate longwave radiative cooling rates. (d) SST distribution for 7Apr

2013 from the Reynolds SST dataset (Reynolds et al. 2007) with an SST difference of 2.9K across the region.

Monthly meanReynolds SSTs for a 10-yr period (2007–16) show that the largest SST differences in a 108 3 108 area
(108–208N, 588–488W) appear in April. The daily Reynolds SST for all Aprils in the same period and area gives a

mean SST difference of 2.9 6 0.5K for a characteristic length scale of 1000 km. This translates to a typical SST

gradient of 0.6 K (200 km)21.
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averaged over the BL depth between dry and moist re-

gions is around 3Kday21 but might vary, mostly as a

function of the moisture content above the inversion

(Mapes and Zuidema 1996; Stevens et al. 2017). Differ-

ential low-level radiative cooling affects the BL temper-

ature structure, which in turn causes a pressure-driven

flow. Therefore differential low-level radiative cooling

is a potential candidate to drive a shallow circulation.

In addition to the subsidence regime dominated by

shallow convection, shallow circulations have also been

found in connection with deep convection such as in the

vicinity of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ;

e.g., Trenberth et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2008; Back and

Bretherton 2009; Fläschner et al. 2018; Schulz and

Stevens 2018) and in idealized simulation of radiative–

convective equilibrium (RCE; e.g., Bretherton et al.

2005; Muller and Held 2012; Wing and Emanuel 2013).

Although there might be driving mechanisms common

to shallow circulations in subsidence regimes and shal-

low circulations in regimes of deep convection, the latter

are not themotivation of this study and resultsmay not be

directly transferable as we expect the cloud layer to play a

more active role in connection with deep convection.

The formulation of bulk conceptual models to de-

scribe the tropical atmosphere has a long tradition in

atmospheric science, both for describing the interaction

of deep and shallow convection in the tropics via a deep

circulation but also focusing on a particular regime such

as shallow convection in a homogeneous setup (e.g.,

Lilly 1968; Tennekes 1973; Sarachik 1978; Albrecht et al.

1979; Betts 1985; Betts and Ridgway 1989; Nilsson and

Emanuel 1999; Betts 2000; Stevens 2006). Apart from

the recent study by Naumann et al. (2017), which only

explores the dry case, these bulk conceptual models

have not been applied to investigate the behavior of

radiatively driven shallow circulations.

In this paper, we focus on the structure of the shallow

cumulus–topped BL and on shallow circulations that are

situated entirely in a region of steady subsidence and are

driven either by spatial differences in radiative BL

cooling or by spatial differences in SST. The goal of the

study is to develop a conceptual understanding of the

interaction between moisture and convection, surface

forcing, BL properties, and shallow circulations in a

trade wind–like regime. A prerequisite for a conceptual

model that can represent heterogeneities (in radiative

cooling or SST) and hence a shallow circulation is a

conceptual model that can represent the response of

the atmosphere to a homogeneous forcing. It turns out

that the homogeneous setup of the model we introduce

is able to explain interesting aspects of the shallow

cumulus–topped BL, such as the omnipresence of a cu-

mulus mass flux over the ocean or the little variation in

cloud-base height, and thereby confirms and comple-

ments pioneering studies fromAlbrecht et al. (1979) and

Betts and Ridgway (1989).

It is therefore worthwhile to analyze the homoge-

neous setup for its own sake, and as a reference for the

heterogeneous model to be able to isolate the effect of

the shallow circulation on the BL and on convection.

Doing so, we ask the following questions: How does the

effect of moisture and convection modify the BL struc-

ture? How effective are gradients in radiative cooling in

driving convection and shallow circulations? Is the

strength of a shallow circulation driven by differences in

radiative BL cooling comparable to the strength of a

shallow circulation driven by differences in SST?

To answer these questions, we extend a conceptual

model for a dry BL (Naumann et al. 2017) to include, in

the simplest possible way, effects of moisture and shallow

convection. The bulk conceptual model applies the weak

temperature gradient assumption in the free troposphere

and formulates budget equations for the BL height, the

BL temperature, and the BL humidity and a momen-

tum equation for the BL flow. To represent the effect of

shallow convection, a simple formulation for the con-

vective mass flux is used, which relaxes the BL height to

the lifting condensation level and ventilates the BL. In

the bulk conceptual model, boundary conditions pre-

scribe differences in radiative BL cooling or differences

in SST according to those typically found in subsidence-

dominated regions with shallow clouds (Figs. 1c,d).

This manuscript has two parts: First in section 2, we

formulate a homogeneous (one-column)model to assess

the BL properties and the effect of moisture and con-

vection in the absence of a shallow circulation. The

second part, section 3, addresses a two-column setup,

where differential radiative cooling or SST differences

cause a pressure-driven shallow circulation, which cou-

ples the cold and the warm column dynamically.

2. Homogeneous setup

The conceptual model developed in this section is an

extension of a homogeneous, one-column, dry concep-

tual model (Naumann et al. 2017) but includes the

effects of moisture and a simple formulation of a con-

vective mass flux that ventilates BL air to the free tro-

posphere (FT) above. The model is representative for a

region dominated by shallow convection and large-scale

subsidence. In the planetary BL conserved variables are

well mixed. Subsidence dries the air above the BL and

vigorous mixing in the BL sharpens the BL inversion

from below, which allows for strong radiative cooling at

the BL top (Fig. 1c). In this section we analyze how

increasing radiative BL cooling affects the homogeneous
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BL. In particular we show that the inclusion of mois-

ture yields a distinct BL response as the convective

mass flux strongly regulates the BL properties and

balance.

a. Formulation of a moist conceptual model

The homogeneous conceptual model consists of two

layers, the BL and a layer above the inversion (Fig. 2).

We denote the latter with the subscript FT to have a

consistent naming both for the dry case and the moist

case but in the moist model the layer above the in-

version may also be characterized as a cloud layer if the

convective mass flux is found to be nonzero. In that

case, the BL corresponds to the subcloud layer. In the

BL, the potential temperature uBL and water vapor

mixing ratio qBL are well mixed. We prescribe distinct

radiative cooling rates both in the BL and the FT, QBL

and QFT, respectively, as well as the temperature pro-

file in the FT uFT, the surface temperature usfc, and the

humidity jump at the boundary between the BL and the

FT Dq. The surface is assumed to be saturated with

surface water vapor mixing ratio, qsfc 5 qsat(usfc, z5 0).

This yields three prognostic equations for uBL, qBL, and

the BL height, h [Eqs. (1), (4), and (7), respectively]:
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Here, Du is the temperature inversion strength, u0 a

reference surface temperature to determine uFT(z$ h)5
u0 1Gz with G 5 (›u/›z)jFT the potential temperature

gradient in the FT; qFT is the free-tropospheric water

vapor mixing ratio just above the BL inversion, Fu

the kinematic surface sensible heat flux, Fq the kine-

matic surface moisture flux, FB the kinematic buoy-

ancy flux, Cd the drag coefficient, and V the background

wind speed, which can be associated with a large-scale

circulation, for example, caused by remote deep con-

vective regions or meridional pressure gradients. Pre-

scribed parameters are chosen to represent typical

values in the subsidence-dominated shallow cumulus

regime of the trades (as shown in Fig. 1). They are equal

to those used in Naumann et al. (2017) and are given

in Table 1.

Equation (1) describes the BL budget of uBL, which

is modified by radiative cooling, entrainment at the

BL top, and the surface sensible heat flux. Equation

(2) gives a geometrical constraint on Du and Eq. (3)

is a common bulk-aerodynamic closure for Fu (e.g.,

Stevens 2006). Equation (4) describes the BL bud-

get of qBL, which depends on a balance between

entrainment drying and surface moistening. Equa-

tion (5) defines Dq and Eq. (6) gives a common closure

for Fq.

Equation (7) expresses that h is determined by

a balance of the large-scale subsidence velocity wFT

(,0 cm s21), the entrainment velocity at the inversion

we (.0 cm s21), and the convective mass flux velocity

wm (,0 cms21). The entrainment velocity,we 5AFB/Duy,
is given by a commonly used closure assumption with

the inversion entrainment efficiency, A5 0:41, being

FIG. 2. Sketch of the moist one-column model.
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set by the flow (Deardorff et al. 1974; Naumann et al.

2017). The large-scale subsidence velocity,wFT 5QFT/G,
is determined by the weak temperature gradient as-

sumption (Sobel and Bretherton 2000), which is valid

in the FT but not in the BL. In the cloud layer, turbu-

lent convective transport also plays a role in the heat

budget but is neglected here, which leads to an over-

estimation of wFT in the cloud layer. We show in

section 2d that although wFT is overestimated in the

cloud layer, it only plays a minor role in Eq. (7). Betts

and Ridgway (1989) specified a stronger (20.5 cm s21)

large-scale subsidence velocity. The values we choose

(wFT 5QFT/G520:23 cm s21; see Table 1) are in the

range of what is simulated using general circulation

models (Fläschner et al. 2018), albeit on the low end.

Choosing a value on the low end of the range helps

maintain consistency with the study using the dry model

(Naumann et al. 2017) and allows a better differentia-

tion between moist and dry columns.

Equations (8) and (9) follow from the definition of

the virtual potential temperature, uy 5 u(11 «q), where

«5 0:61. Note that rcpFB 5 rcpFu 1 («uBLcp/L)rLFq 5
SH1 0:07LH, where SH is the dynamic sensible heat

flux (Wm22) and LH is the dynamic latent heat flux

(Wm22).

A simple formulation of wm is given in Eq. (10). The

convective mass flux velocity relaxes h to the lifting

condensation level (LCL) with a time scale of t5 15min

(Neggers et al. 2006), if the LCL is smaller than h. Apart

from the relaxation time scale, which is a prescribed

parameter in our model, this formulation corresponds

to the approach of Betts (2000), which directly enforces

h tomatch LCL (Albrecht et al. 1979; Stevens et al. 2001;

Lareau et al. 2018). The LCL is calculated for each

temperature and humidity profile, where the pressure at

the LCL is obtained by integrating downward assuming

a constant and prescribed pressure of 850 hPa at 1500m.

We assume that convection ventilates the BL in the

sense that it transports BL air (with mean BL air prop-

erties) above the inversion. Therefore wm does not af-

fect the BL heat and moisture budget directly [Eqs. (1)

and (4)]. Other indirect effects such as evaporative

cooling and moistening of BL air through precipitation

are also neglected.

Compared to the dry conceptual model and in ad-

dition to t, the moist model contains a second addi-

tional, prescribed parameter: Dq. We choose Dq5
qFT 2 qBL 52min(qBL, 3 g kg

21); that is, we prescribe a

fixed humidity inversion strength of Dq523 g kg21 for

qBL $ 3 g kg21 similar to Betts (2000). The formulation

ofwm and Dq can be interpreted as a crude cloud model

whereby clouds maintain Dq. To a first approximation

qFT is related to qBL because convection transports

BL air from the BL to above the inversion. With this

simple formulation we aim to include the effects of

moisture in a way that contains as few additional de-

grees of freedom as possible, and deliberately avoids

an explicit representation of the cloud layer so as to

build intuition as to what the important balances are.

In the conceptual model, a radiative BL cooling rate

QBL is prescribed [Eq. (1)]. This choice implies that the

radiative flux divergence integrated over the BL Frad

decreases for a shallowing BL. Another choice would

be to assume a constant Frad, which is independent of

h but translates into an increase in QBL with decreasing

h. Prescribing Frad instead of QBL, however, does not

change the overall results of the model except for a

linear relation found for the change of h as a function of

the prescribed Frad. Prescribing QBL instead of Frad re-

sults in a nonlinear relation for the change of h as a

function of the prescribed QBL (see Fig. 3). In the fol-

lowing we describe results only for a prescribed QBL.

FIG. 3. Equilibrium profiles of the dry (brown) and the moist

(blue) one-columnmodel. Above the inversion, q is not declared in

the conceptual model (dashed).

TABLE 1. Prescribed parameters used in this study if not explicitly

stated otherwise.

Parameter Value

QBL 21.0 to 26.0 K day21

QFT 21.0K day21

G 5.0 K km21

u0 298.0K

usfc 301.0K

A 0.41

Cd 0.001

V 5m s21

t 15min

Dq 2min(qBL, 3 g kg
21)

Two-column model only

Xp 20 km

X1 5X2 100 km
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As initial conditions for the homogeneous moist

conceptual model, we use the equilibrium solution

of the dry BL by solving Eq. (1) to Eq. (10) with qBL 5
qFT 5 0 g kg21 and Fq 5 0 g kg21 m s21 (hence also wm 5
0 cm s21); that is, the prognostic equations for uBL and

h, Eqs. (1) and (7), respectively, are set equal to zero.

This equilibrium solution of the dry BL is equivalent

to the solution of the homogeneous dry conceptual

model as formulated in Naumann et al. (2017). The

stationary, equilibrium solution of the moist concep-

tual model is then obtained by integrating the prog-

nostic equations [Eqs. (1)–(10)], starting from these

initial conditions until a new equilibrium is reached.

We use an integration time step of 5min. The equi-

librium solution of the moist conceptual model is in-

dependent of the initial conditions for a wide range of

physically sensible initial conditions. In this study, we

focus on the stationary solution. The transient re-

sponse from the initially dry BL to the moist BL is

included in appendix A. While the dry model’s equi-

librium can be calculated analytically, this is not di-

rectly possible for the moist conceptual model because

the LCL needs to be calculated iteratively. Most of this

study applies the iterative solution, with the exception

of section 2c, where we linearize the model’s equations

around a given state to analyze the change in state due

to a radiative perturbation.

b. Characteristics of the observed trade wind regime

Integrating the three prognostic equations [Eqs. (1),

(4), and (10)] to stationarity allows us to analyze the

equilibrium state of the moist conceptual model and to

compare it to observations from the trades: In the con-

ceptual model, the LCL is located roughly between

400 and 1000m for different large-scale conditions

(Fig. 3; see also Fig. 4). This agrees well with the mean

cloud-base height of active shallow clouds at the Bar-

bados Cloud Observatory (Stevens et al. 2016), which is

rather invariable around a mean of 740 6 340m (62s,

O. Tessiot 2018, personal communication), and with

earlier conceptual models, which apply a more complex

cloud layer (Albrecht et al. 1979; Betts and Ridgway

1989). The near-surface relative humidity in the con-

ceptual model is between 72% and 85% for the cases

shown in Fig. 3, while it is uniformly found between 70%

and 90% in observations at Barbados (Lonitz et al. 2015;

Klingebiel et al. 2019). Assuming no lateral inflow or

outflow, the equilibrium surface precipitation in the

moist conceptual model can be estimated from the sur-

face moisture flux and is found to be 3.5–3.9mmday21

FIG. 4. Equilibrium solution of the dry and the moist one-column model. Moist case in blue, dry case in brown. For

the control case usfc 5 301:0K and Dq5 3 g kg21.
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for the cases shown in Fig. 3. A typical area-averaged

surface precipitation rate in a field of shallow cumulus

in the trades is around 1–3mmday21 (Rauber et al.

2007; Seifert et al. 2015). We therefore conclude that

the conceptual model is able to reproduce key char-

acteristics of the observed trade wind shallow cumulus

regime.

c. Linear solution for a radiative perturbation
around a given state

A great deal of insight as to the behavior of the model

and, by inference, the balances in the trades can be

extracted by linearizing about the equilibrium solution

to Eqs. (1)–(7). From the entropy u and moisture bal-

ance we have

2hQ
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e
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where we use (u0 1Gh)qFT 2 uBLqBL ’ uBLDq because
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Equations (11)–(14) are linearized around this equi-

librium for a change due to a radiative perturbation
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with C 5 (1/qsat)(›qsat/›T)5 ly/(RyT
2) given by the

Clausius–Clapeyron equation and gdry 5 (›T/›z)jdry as

the dry adiabatic temperature gradient. Solving Eq. (15)

to Eq. (18) for dh, duBL, dqBL, and dwe, simplifying the

result by neglecting comparatively small terms, and

nondimensionalizing the results yields
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where Qturb 5CdVG(A1 1) can be interpreted as a tur-

bulent BL heating term related to the turbulent BL flux

divergence due to surface fluxes and inversion en-

trainment. Inserting values from the control case with

QBL 523Kday21 (Table 1) and a radiative perturbation

of dQBL 521Kday21 gives a decrease in the normalized

BL temperature of 20%; that is, duBL/(Gh)’20:2. Ac-

cordingly we find dh/h’20:2, dqBL/qBL ’ 0:03, and

dwe/we ’20:1. Hence, for a perturbation in the radia-

tive BL cooling, it is mostly uBL and h that adapt while

changes in qBL and we are rather small. Despite this and

as further explained below, the presence of qBL affects

the sensitivity of h on QBL.These results of the linear-

ized model are in very good qualitative and quantita-

tive agreement with the iterative solution of the full

model system (Figs. 3, 4) and also agree with themixed-

layer model of Betts (2000) for a constant vegetative

resistance.

We can interpret the linearized model as follows:

Perturbing the system by increasing the radiative BL

cooling leads to a decrease in uBL [Eq. (19)]. This de-

crease in uBL depends on the sum of turbulent BL

heating and radiative BL cooling and is stronger for

stronger stability (Gh). When uBL decreases due to

stronger radiative BL cooling, the LCL decreases and

wm adjusts h to the LCL. In the linear limit, h decreases
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by G21duBL [Eq. (20)], so that Du is kept constant. A

change in uBL leads to a change in qsat at the BL top of

C [ (G1 gdry)/G]duBL [Eq. (21)], which determines the

increase in qBL. Hence, the change in qBL ensures that

the LCL matches h in the new state as demanded in

Eq. (13). The factor (G1 gdry)/G reflects the offsetting

effect of the change in h on uBL; that is, reducing uBL
cools the BL top (where the LCL condition is valid) but

reducing h increases the absolute temperature at the

BL top. These two effects work against each other and

imply less of a reduction in qBL. In that sense, wm acts

as a moisture valve to the BL varying h while keeping

qBL roughly constant. The small increase in qBL requires

less ventilation of dry, free-tropospheric air into the

BL, that is, a small decrease in we of CdV/[ (Dq)dqBL]

[Eq. (22)]. Because we is roughly balanced by wm (see

section 2d), wm also only weakly changes with the

strength of the radiative BL cooling.

For the dry BL, the analogous procedure gives

du
BL

Gh
5

1

Q
turb

2Q
BL
(11AC

d
VG/Q

FT
)
dQ

BL
, (23)

dh

h
5

1

(11AC
d
VG/Q

FT
)21

Q
turb

2Q
BL

dQ
BL

. (24)

The linearized solution of the dry case differs from

the linearized solution of the moist case only by the

term (11ACdVG/QFT), which determines whether h

decrease or increases with stronger radiative BL cooling

and is related to the strength of the surface coupling

[see section 2b(1) in Naumann et al. 2017]. In the dry BL

the constraint that qBL is equal to qsat at the LCL does

not exist, so that the BL height can rise or sink to allow

for the entrainment to balance the FT subsidence ve-

locity, which appears in the solution as wFT 5QFT/G.
In the linearized solution of the moist BL, QFT does

not appear and we will bring out in the next section how

wFT plays only a minor role for the moist BL balance.

d. Convective mass flux and its role for the
velocity balance

The main effect of moisture on the BL structure is in

the ventilation of the moist BL through the convective

mass flux, which must be balanced by inversion en-

trainment: Quite different from the case of the moist

BL, the equilibrium balance of vertical velocities at

the BL top in the dry case is given by a direct balance of

wFT and we [Eq. (7); Fig. 4]. In this case, both velocities

are determined by the radiative cooling and the tem-

perature gradient in the FT (wFT 52we 5QFT/G) and
are therefore independent of the applied radiative

BL cooling. In the case of the moist BL, wFT is still

determined by QFT/G but wm (’21 cm s21) is about

4 times larger in magnitude than wFT (520.23 cm s21).

Ventilating BL air into the free troposphere above,

wm acts as a moisture valve for the BL and provides a

negative tendency for ›h/›t [Eq. (7)]. To balancewm and

thereby stabilize h, we increases compared to the case

of the dry BL. Physically, the increase of we in the moist

BL as compared to the dry BL can be interpreted by

noting that h decreases in the transient response from

the dry to the moist BL as soon as the convective mass

flux sets in (Fig. A1). As h decreases, SH is more ef-

fective in warming the shallower BL. Both the increase

in uBL and the decrease in h, decrease the inversion

strength (Du, also Duy). If Duy is weaker, updrafts in the

BL feel less negative buoyancy as they arrive at the in-

version and may therefore penetrate deeper and hence

increase we.

The minor role of wFT in the case of the moist BL

explains the model’s insensitivity to moderate changes

of QFT (not shown) and the good agreement with Betts

(2000) despite a difference in the prescribed QFT be-

tween both studies. The results are also in good agree-

ment with large-eddy simulations of shallow cumulus,

where the convective mass flux is found to largely

balance entrainment deepening of the BL (Stevens

et al. 2001). Because the main balance in the case of

the moist BL is between wm and we, the insensitivity of

we to the applied radiative BL cooling translates to an

insensitivity of wm; that is, stronger radiative cooling

does not suppress convection in a homogeneous setup

(Fig. 4).

The increase in we for the moist BL compared to the

dry BL leads to a warming of the moist BL due to

stronger entrainment warming (weDu; Fig. 4). To stabi-

lize uBL despite the high we, Du needs to decrease to

lower entrainment warming in the moist BL. A small

Du is not only needed to support the high we in the

moist equilibrium BL, it also plays a crucial role for the

strength of the shallow circulation in section 3.

Because in equilibrium uBL is higher in the moist

model than in the dry model, SH is smaller in the case of

the moist BL than in the dry BL [Eq. (3)]. Additional

LH in the moist case [Eq. (6)] compensates for this de-

crease in SH such that the surface buoyancy flux does

not change much between the dry and the moist BL

(Fig. 4). This shows that through the surface buoyancy

fluxmoisture only has aminor effect on the BL structure

(although moisture does affect the partitioning between

SH and LH).

e. Sensitivities to other parameters

The conceptual model provides a framework for ex-

ploring how the BL structure and the convective mass
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flux depend on other parameters, such as stability, or

the dryness of the free troposphere. For the control

case, a surface temperature of 301K and a humidity

inversion jump of 3 g kg21 are prescribed (Table 1). To

explore the sensitivity, we either increase usfc to 302K,

which corresponds to a decrease in stability, or in-

crease Dq to 5 g kg21, which corresponds to a drier

FT, keeping all other parameters the same (Fig. 4).

The sensitivity to Dq can be interpreted as a measure

for the uncertainty that is introduced by simplifying

the cloud–subcloud-layer interactions to keeping Dq
constant. Changing usfc or Dq leads to the same de-

pendencies of the BL properties on QBL as in the

control case. For all variables except we, the moist

BL is less sensitive to an increase in usfc than the dry

BL. The unintuitive behavior of the dry model that for

strong radiative BL cooling uBL decreases with in-

creasing usfc is not found in the case of the moist BL.

For an increase in usfc with all other parameters (in-

cluding QBL) fixed, the equations of the dry model

enforce a proportionality of h and Du, which deter-

mines uBL (Naumann et al. 2017). In the case of the

moist BL this strict proportionality is broken by the

effect of moisture.

An increase in Dq by 2 g kg21 or an increase in usfc by

1K affects we and wm more than a change in radiative

BL cooling of several kelvins per day (Fig. 4). Both

modifications, Dq and usfc, have a similar effect in mag-

nitude on we and wm, although with different sign. For a

drier FT (Dq5 5 g kg21), the BL is drier and hence LH is

larger. A larger LH causes a deeper BL and a stronger

Du. A stronger Du reduces we [Eq. (7)] and hence in

equilibrium also wm is smaller in magnitude than in the

control case. For a less stable air column (usfc 5 302K),

both SH and LH increase, which cause a deeper BL and

higher uBL. Because both h and uBL increase,Du does not
change but FB increases (due to an increase in SH and

LH). This increase in FB increaseswe [Eq. (7)] and hence

in equilibrium also wm is larger in magnitude than in the

control case.

The conceptual model also helps us to understand

why, in the absence of cloud organization, there are

very rarely no clouds in the trades. In the moist

model, neither a completely dry FT (qFT 5 0) nor a

colder surface (usfc / u0) are able to reduce the con-

vective mass flux to zero (not shown). Testing all pre-

scribed parameters (Table 1), we find that only a very

small value of CdV (,0.0011ms21) or QFT/G5wFT

(,21.2 cm s21) causes wm to vanish. Both conditions,

which correspond to a large-scale wind of V , 1.1m s21

or a radiative FT cooling rate QFT , 25Kday21, are

unusual in the trades andmight explain why it is unlikely

to have large areas of clear skies over the ocean in the

trades (Nuijens et al. 2014). In the next section, we show

how instead a shallow circulation is able to suppress

convection in parts of its area of influence resembling

patterns of convecting and nonconvecting areas in close

vicinity.

3. Two-column moist conceptual model with a
shallow circulation

Classical mixed-layer models have often been

used to study the growth of the mixed layer or the

properties of an equilibrium mixed layer without

horizontal heterogeneities. In this section we rep-

resent a heterogeneity in the form of two neighbor-

ing columns, which differ in the prescribed radiative

BL cooling or SST. By allowing those two columns

to interact via a shallow circulation, we study how

the BL equilibrium changes when being coupled

dynamically.

a. Formulation of a coupled conceptual model

To analyze the circulation caused by differences in

radiative BL cooling and its effect on the BL proper-

ties, we formulate a moist two-column model by anal-

ogy with the dry two-column model (Naumann et al.

2017) but based on the moist equations [Eqs. (1)–(10)].

The two columns differ from one another in that

the radiative BL cooling in column 1 QBL,1 is varied

between 22 and 26Kday21 and that the radiative BL

cooling in column 2 QBL,2 is fixed at 21Kday21. This

difference in radiative BL cooling between the two

columns causes a pressure difference with colder and

denser air in column 1 and drives a BL flow from

column 1 to column 2 [Eq. (B11)]. While the BL flow

is driven by a pressure difference, the BL flow itself,

by advecting air of different density [Eqs. (B1) and

(B4)], reduces the pressure difference between the

columns and thereby reduces its speed; that is, the flow

acts as a negative feedback on itself (Naumann et al.

2017). The BL flow also drives a horizontal return

flow, which is imposed to be restricted to the layer

between the BL height in column 1 h1 and in column 2

h2 [Eqs. (B12) and (B14)]. Both horizontal flows

are connected by vertical motion, which in column 1

adds an additional vertical velocity ws to the balance

of h1 [Eq. (B7)]. The complete set of equations for

the two-column moist conceptual model is given in

appendix B [Eqs. (B1)–(B11)]. The equations are

identical to Naumann et al. (2017) except for the in-

clusion of wm, the replacements of Du and Fu by Duy
and FB, respectively, and the formulation of the cor-

responding moisture equations. Additionally prescribed

length scales are chosen to match those of observed
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mesoscale shallow cumulus organization (Table 1; Bony

et al. 2017).

b. Shallow circulations driven by radiative BL
cooling differences

Coupling two radiatively different columns by a

pressure-driven circulation causes a BL flow from the

cold andmoist column (column 1) to the warm and dry

column (column 2). This BL flow translates into an

additional subsidence term ws in column 1, which is

balanced by stronger we,1 [Eq. (B7)]. The additional

subsidence due to the shallow circulation decreases

the BL height. The decrease in BL height and the

stronger entrainment increases uBL,1 in column 1

(Figs. 5, 6; cf. Fig. 3). A warmer BL can, for the same

LCL, maintain more moisture; that is, qBL,1 increases

in the coupled setup compared to the homogeneous

uncoupled setup. These differences in the BL prop-

erties between the coupled and uncoupled setup are

rather small in the case of the moist BL compared to

the dry BL. In the dry model, ws breaks the strict

balance of we,1 and wFT, which is already broken by wm

in the moist case. In the coupled dry model, ws de-

creases h1 and we,1 is considerably stronger to balance

ws compared to the uncoupled setup. Physically, the

smaller Du in the coupled dry setup allows for updrafts

to penetrate the inversion more easily and hence we

is larger than in the uncoupled case. Overall, the BL

properties of the dry and the moist case are more alike

if a shallow circulation is included (Fig. 6; cf. Fig. 4).

The more alike BL properties already hint at a

FIG. 5. Equilibrium profiles of the dry and the moist two-column

model for QBL,1 523Kday21 and QBL,2 521Kday21.

FIG. 6. Equilibrium of the dry and themoist two-columnmodel forQBL,1522 to26Kday21 andQBL,2521Kday21.

For the control case, usfc 5 301:0 K.
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stronger influence of the shallow circulation (which is

present in the dry case and in the moist case) than of

the convective mass flux.

In the moist two-column model, the pressure differ-

ence dp0 and hence the BL flow ŷ0, which depends on dp0

integrated over the BL height [Eq. (B11)], are consid-

erably stronger than in the dry two-column model

(ŷ0 5 4m s21 in the moist case; ŷ0 5 1m s21 in the dry

case; Figs. 5, 6). The magnitude of this effect is moder-

ated by two mechanisms: First, while the difference in

uBL between the columns is similar in the dry and in the

moist case, the difference in uy,BL is smaller in the moist

case because the colder column 1 is also moister. Due to

the smaller difference in uy,BL in the case of the moist

BL, the increase in dp0 with decreasing height is smaller

than in the case of the dry BL (Fig. 5). Hence the virtual

effect of the BLmoisture would result in a smaller dp0 in
the BL and a slower BL flow in the moist case, in con-

trast to what is found in Fig. 6.

The virtual effect is, however, overcompensated by

a second contribution to dp0 that is rooted in the struc-

ture of the return flow layer: Duy is considerably smaller

in both columns in the moist case compared to the dry

case and the return flow layer is less cooled by the ad-

vection of BL air from column 2 in the moist case as

compared to the dry case. Therefore, at the height of the

return flow layer, the temperature difference between

column 1 and column 2 is small and hence the negative

pressure bulge is small in the moist case (Fig. 5). While

in the moist case dp0 near the height of h1 is close to zero

(h1 ’ 500m in Fig. 5), dp0 amounts to about 25Pa at

h1 in the dry case (h1 ’ 400m). Therefore, although

the increase in dp0 toward the surface is stronger than in

the moist case, the less negative value of dp0 at h1 in the

moist case results in a larger positive value of dp0 inte-
grated over the BL and hence a stronger BL flow.

As in the dry case, also in the moist case, the strength

of the BL flow is insensitive to stronger radiative BL

cooling differences above a threshold (Fig. 6). In the

moist BL, a BL flow of 3.5m s21 develops for a radiative

cooling difference as small as 1Kday21 and the BL flow

saturates at 4.0m s21 for a radiative cooling difference of

2Kday21 and more. For a stronger radiative BL cooling

difference, h2 decreases slightly, h1 decreases more

strongly, and the difference between uBL,1 and uBL,2 in-

creases. On the one hand, for a decrease in h2 and h1, the

height of dp0 5 0 decreases; that is, positive dp0 builds up
over a shallower layer. One the other hand, the larger

the difference between uBL,1 and uBL,2 the stronger the

increase in dp0 with decreasing height. For an increase in

radiative BL cooling difference, both effects compen-

sate and hence the strength of the BL flow is insensitive

to the difference in radiative BL cooling.

For the moist case, wm is similar in both columns if

similar values of radiative BL cooling are applied but

decreases rapidly in column 1 when stronger differ-

ences in radiative BL cooling are prescribed. In the

prognostic equation for h1 [Eq. (B7)], the positive

tendency of we is balanced by wm, wFT, and ws. In-

dependently of the applied radiative BL cooling, the

vertical velocity contribution from large-scale sub-

sidence wFT (520.23 cm s21) is about an order of

magnitude weaker than the other contributions. With

stronger radiative BL cooling in column 1, wm,1 de-

creases and we,1 is essentially balanced by ws. This

means that the shallow circulation reduces h1 and in-

creases uBL,1 such that the LCL does not fall below

h1 anymore and therefore convection is suppressed.

In column 1 the shallow circulation is hence more ef-

ficient in controlling h1 than is convection. In column 2,

the shallow circulation does not directly influence h2.

Also, wm,2, which plays an essential role in column 2

independent of the applied radiative BL cooling in

column 1, is about twice as large as in the homoge-

neous case and agrees well in magnitude with a mod-

eling study by Bretherton and Blossey (2017). This

shows how a radiatively driven shallow circulation is

able to suppress convective ventilation in areas of

strong radiative BL cooling and enhance convection

in areas of weak radiative BL cooling.

Increasing usfc by 1K to 302K, that is, decreasing the

stability of the column, increases all velocities (ŷ0,ws,we,

and wm) in the moist case substantially (Fig. 6). The

increase in ŷ0 is caused by an increase in h with higher

usfc. With the same difference in uy,BL between the col-

umns, the pressure difference can build up over a deeper

BL. Therefore, dp0 reaches higher values in the BL and

ŷ0 is stronger for higher usfc. Because ws is directly pro-

portional to ŷ0 [Eq. (B7)], it is also stronger for higher

usfc. A higher usfc also causes a higher latent heat flux at

the surface, both because qsfc is higher and because qBL

is lower (due to higher h; see section 2e). This higher

latent heat flux for higher usfc results in a higher buoy-

ancy flux [Eq. (B9)] and therefore in a higher we [Eq.

(B7)]. In column 1, ws and we,1 balance and wm,1 is

suppressed (except for weak radiative BL cooling). In

column 2, a stronger we,2 for higher usfc is balanced by

an enhanced wm,2. The sensitivity to increasing Dq
by 2 gkg21 or decreasing V by 2m s21 (not shown) is

smaller than the sensitivity to increasing usfc by 1K. Both

modifications suppresswm,1 for smaller radiative cooling

differences than the control case.

c. Shallow circulations driven by SST differences

Instead of being driven by a horizontal difference

in radiative BL cooling, a shallow circulation can also
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be caused by a horizontal difference in SST. Radia-

tive cooling and SST anomalies are likely coupled;

that is, they reinforce each other. By prescribing a

homogeneous radiative cooling (i.e., QBL,1 5QBL,2 5
QFT 521Kday21) and a difference in surface temper-

ature between column 1 and 2 (usfc,1 5 299.0–300.75K

and usfc,2 5 301.0K), we separate the effects of SST

differences from radiative effects in the coupled two-

column model. We find that a typical SST difference

of 0.6K drives a BL flow of 3.3m s21 (Fig. 7), which is

somewhat less strong than a BL flow driven by a typical

radiative BL cooling difference of 3Kday21.

Differences between an SST-driven shallow circula-

tion and a radiatively driven shallow circulation in terms

of their BL properties are overall small and the same

physical mechanisms apply (cf. Figs. 6 and 7; section 3b):

with increasing difference in SST or with increasing ra-

diative BL cooling difference, the difference between

the two columns in terms of h, uBL, and qBL increases and

in column 1 wm,1 becomes zero above a certain value of

SST difference or radiative BL cooling difference.

A difference is found for the dependence of ŷ0 on
the prescribed SST or radiative BL cooling gradient: ŷ0

increases with increasing difference in SST but quickly

saturates in magnitude to an increase in radiative BL

cooling difference. This distinct behavior of ŷ0 can be

explained as follows: While in the radiatively driven

two-column model h2 decreases slightly, h2 is in-

sensitive to increasing SST difference. A constant h2

and a decrease in h1 for larger surface temperature

difference allows the height of dp0 5 0 to decrease

slightly; that is, dp0 builds up over a slightly thinner

layer. At the same time, the difference between uBL,1
and uBL,2 increases with increasing surface temperature

difference more strongly than for increasing radiative

BL cooling difference. The stronger difference be-

tween uBL,1 and uBL,2 causes a stronger increase in dp0

with decreasing height.While both effects balance for a

radiatively driven BL flow, for an SST-driven BL flow

the second effects dominates and leads to an increase

in dp0 and therefore to an increase in ŷ0 for a larger

surface temperature difference. The effect of the in-

crease in ŷ0 on ws is overcompensated by the strong

decrease of h1 so that ws 52ŷ0h1/X1 decreases with

higher surface temperature difference. Because wm,1 is

suppressed for strong surface temperature differences,

FIG. 7. Equilibrium of the moist two-column model with homogeneous radiative cooling (QFT 5QBL,1 5
QBL,2 521:0Kday21) and heterogeneous surface temperature: Qsfc,2 2 Qsfc,1 5 0.25–2.0 K. For the control case

usfc,2 5 301:0K and Dq5 3 g kg21.
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we,1 follows ws and decreases for stronger surface

temperature differences.

Another difference to the radiatively driven two-

column model is that for low usfc,1, usfc,1 , uBL,1; that is,

Fu,1 becomes negative (up to SH523Wm22 for an SST

difference of 2.0K) and the BL is losing heat to the

surface. In terms of the heat balance, entrainment

warming in column 1 is then balanced by radiative

cooling and cooling from the surface. Because Fq,1 is

positive, FB remains positive in both columns.

Similar to the radiatively driven model, the SST-

driven two-column model is not sensitive to an in-

crease in the moisture inversion strength (Fig. 7). For a

stronger moisture inversion strength, the BL is some-

what deeper but the strength of the BL flow and all other

variables are almost unchanged. In analogy with the

radiatively driven model, an increase in the SST in both

columns (retaining the SST difference between column

1 and 2) increases the strength of the BL flow also in the

SST-driven two-column model.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we analyze how moisture and convec-

tion modify the BL structure and a shallow circulation

driven by differential radiative BL cooling or SST

gradients. For this purpose, we extend a dry conceptual

model (Naumann et al. 2017) to include a prognostic

equation for BL moisture and a simple formulation of

convective mass flux that is based on the LCL and

ventilates the BL.

In the homogeneous, uncoupled setup of this con-

ceptual model [Eqs. (1)–(10)], we are interested in the

equilibrium of the BL, its difference to the dry case, and

how this equilibrium changes if the prescribed radiative

cooling rates are modified. A linearized solution of the

system shows an insensitivity of the BL water vapor

mixing ratio and inversion entrainment to radiative

BL cooling. This insensitivity arises from a reduction of

the BL temperature in response to stronger radiative BL

cooling, which requires a shallowing of the BL as the

LCL lowers with cooling. Thereby, convection acts as a

moisture valve to the BL varying the BL height while

keeping BL water vapor mixing ratio roughly constant.

By this mechanism the conceptual model can explain the

observed range of BL height and near-surface relative

humidity in the trades, which vary moderately between

400 and 1000m and 70%–90%, respectively (O. Tessiot

2018, personal communication; Lonitz et al. 2015;

Klingebiel et al. 2019).

Compared to a completely dry BL, moisture leads to a

warming of the BL and a weakening of the inversion

jump. Both of these features can be explained by the

convective mass flux in the moist case, which enhances

the entrainment at the inversion. The enhanced en-

trainment warms the BL and generates the need for a

small inversion strength in order for the BL temperature

to stabilize. In this way the convective mass flux dictates

the behavior of the BL.

To analyze how a shallow circulation that is driven by

differential radiative cooling is modified bymoisture, we

formulate a two-column model [Eqs. (B1)–(B11)]. By

applying a stronger radiative BL cooling in one column

than in the other column, a pressure difference develops

between the columns, which drives a BL flow from the

cold and moist to the warm and dry column and couples

the columns dynamically through a shallow circulation.

A BL flow of 3.5m s21 develops for a radiative cooling

difference of 1Kday21 and the BL flow saturates at

4.0m s21 for a radiative cooling difference of 2Kday21

and more. The pressure difference and hence the BL

flow is stronger in the moist case than in the dry case

(ŷ0 5 1m s21) because the inversion jump is weaker in

the moist case, which effectively confines the pressure

gradient to the subcloud layer and prevents a negative

pressure bulge near the inversion height. This inversion

effect overcompensates the virtual effect of BL mois-

ture, which works to reduce the difference in virtual

potential temperature in the BL and hence the differ-

ence in pressure between the columns.

The moist BL reacts in a similar way to a shallow

circulation driven by differential radiative BL cooling as

it behaves for a shallow circulation driven by differential

SST. Unlike the strength of the shallow circulation

driven by differential radiative BL cooling, which is in-

dependent of an increase in radiative BL cooling dif-

ference, the strength of the shallow circulation driven

by differential SST decreases with decreasing SST dif-

ference. Over the subsidence-dominated shallow con-

vective areas of the tropical Atlantic typical gradients

in SST are around 0.6K (200km)21 (Fig. 1). In the moist

conceptual model such an SST gradient results in a BL

flow of ŷ0 5 3:3m s21, which is weaker than the BL flow

caused by a typical gradient in radiative BL cooling

of 3 K day21 (200 km)21 (ŷ0 5 4:0m s21). We therefore

conclude that besides SST gradients or land–ocean

contrasts that induce a sea breeze, also spatial differ-

ences in radiative BL cooling should be considered as

a possible mechanism for the formation of shallow—

and perhaps eventually deep—circulations. For typical

conditions in the trades, radiative gradients might po-

tentially drive stronger shallow circulations than SST

gradients.

To reduce the degrees of freedom, the conceptual

model assumes a fixed humidity inversion strength; that

is, the humidity inversion strength is not coupled, for
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example, to the convective mass flux. In the two-column

model more radiative BL cooling decreases the con-

vective mass flux. We speculate that less convective

mass flux out of the BL leads to more drying aloft and

hence increases radiative cooling at the BL top.

Likewise the warmer column sees more convective

mass flux, which would increase moisture aloft and

lead to less radiative cooling. If cloud radiative effects

are small compared to the radiative effect of moist-

ening and drying above the cloud layer, one might

expect these dynamics to be self-amplifying. Another

mechanism for self-amplification could be the onset of

precipitation in the warmer column, which might heat

the cloud layer and drive adjacent subsidence in the

colder column. Although this study is limited to shal-

low convection the buildup of moisture and increased

convergence within the warm column could, through

the self-amplification mechanisms, also help precon-

dition deep convection.

In the conceptual model the velocity balance at the

BL top is quite different between the dry and the moist

case as well as between an uncoupled and a coupled

setup: In the homogeneous uncoupled dry case, the en-

trainment velocity at the inversion is strictly balanced by

large-scale subsidence, which is prescribed by the FT

temperature gradient and the FT radiative cooling

(wFT 520:23 cm s21). Including moisture in the homo-

geneous case, the entrainment velocity is substantially

larger than in the dry case and balances the convective

mass flux velocity (’21 cm s21) while the large-scale

subsidence plays a minor role. The convective mass flux

velocity is insensitive to the applied radiative BL cooling

but increases with a weaker stability or a wetter FT. In

the uncoupled moist conceptual model an insignificant

convective mass flux can only be reached with pre-

scribing unusually low large-scale surface winds or un-

usually strong large-scale subsidence. This might explain

why, in the absence of convective organization, it is very

unlikely to have vast areas of cloud-free conditions over

the tropical oceans.

In the coupled two-column setup the shallow circula-

tion effectively suppresses convection in the descend-

ing part of the shallow circulation. Independent of

whether moisture is considered or not, the main bal-

ance in the descending part is between the shallow

circulation and the entrainment velocity. Hence, the

shallow circulation is more efficient in controlling the

BL height than is convection. In the ascending part of

the shallow circulation the convective mass flux is about

twice as strong as in the uncoupled moist case and the

balance is between the convective mass flux and the

entrainment velocity. Therefore the dynamical coupling

between two areas with different radiative BL cooling

or SST significantly modifies the BL balance and its

properties, a mechanism that is not considered in clas-

sical uncoupled bulk conceptual models. In particular,

the shallow circulation is able to suppress convection in

colder areas and enhance convection in warmer areas.

We hypothesize that over the subsidence-dominated

tropical oceans this mechanism resembles patterns of

convecting and nonconvecting areas in close vicinity to

each other, that is, structures of organized shallow

convection such as bands with alternating shallow con-

vective and cloud-free areas or mesoscale patches of

shallow convection surrounded by cloud-free areas. The

model also suggests that shallow organization is as much

marked by its cloud-free as by its cloudy properties.

Compared to the uncoupled model, the average con-

vective mass flux of two coupled columns is somewhat

higher for the same average radiative BL cooling. This

implies that besides the importance of heterogeneities

for the spatial distribution of the convective mass flux,

heterogeneities in connection with a shallow circulation

can also increase the average convective mass flux or

cloudiness in a region.
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APPENDIX A

Transient Response of the Homogeneous Model

For the transient response, we use the case of the dry

BL as the initial state and solve Eqs. (1)–(10) including

the moist components. The moistening time scale of the

BL until a new equilibrium is reached is about 3–4 days.

Once convections sets in, the adjustment time to equi-

librium is about 1 day, which is consistent with Bellon

and Stevens (2013). The change in BL height is de-

termined by a balance of we, wm, and wFT [Eq. (7)].

When the BL is moistening from its initial dry state,

we dominates and the BL deepens until saturation

is reached (Fig. A1; after 1–2 days). After saturation

is reached, wm is the dominant term in Eq. (7) and h
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decreases until a balance of all three terms determines

the equilibrium. For strong radiative BL cooling, uBL is

lower and the inversion jump Duy is larger. Therefore, in
the initial we-dominated period we is weaker for strong

radiative BL cooling and the BL remains shallower than

for weak radiative BL cooling.

The moist equilibrium BL is warmer than the dry

equilibrium BL and more pronounced for strong radia-

tive BL cooling. The transient evolution from the dry to

the moist equilibrium shows that uBL increases mostly

in the saturation phase, when wm dominates and h de-

creases (Fig. A1). Besides the adjustment of Du to the

moist BL, which in the transient response allows for

strong entrainment warming, also the decrease in h

makes the entrainment warming more effective as the

heating is distributed over a shallower BL.

APPENDIX B

Formulation of a Moist Two-Column Model
with a Shallow Circulation

For column i 2 [1, 2],
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FIG. A1. Temporal evolution of the one-columnmodel from the dry case to the moist equilibrium case. The moist temporal evolution is in

blue, and the dry initial conditions are in brown.
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where the BL flow ŷ0 is driven by the pressure difference

between column 1 and 2 integrated over the BL dp̂0

and depends on the spatial scale of the pressure gra-

dientXp, which is a prescribed parameter (Table 1). To

calculate dp̂0 we integrate over the uy profile with pos-

itive dp0 and prescribe a pressure of 850 hPa at 1500m

for both columns (section 3a in Naumann et al. 2017).

The formulation of ŷ0 follows Naumann et al. [2017,

Eq. (25) therein]:

ŷ0 52V1
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In the budget equation for h1 [Eq. (B7)], the shal-

low circulation decreases h1, which is represented in

ws. Additional prescribed parameters are the horizon-

tal scale of column 1 and 2, X1 and X2, respectively

(Table 1).

The return-flow layer (index ‘‘rfl’’) is situated on top of

the BL in column 1, is characterized by gradients in po-

tential temperature Grfl and humidity Gq,rfl, and its height is

defined by h2 2 h1 (see Fig. 9 of Naumann et al. 2017).We

formulate two budget equations for urfl and qrfl:
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To satisfy the weak temperature gradient assump-

tion, we assume that the FT virtual potential tem-

perature profile in column 1 is set by column 2:

u0,1 5 u0,2(11 «qFT,2)/(11 «qFT,1). This compensates for

density differences caused by differences in qFT between

the columns.

If h1 approaches h2, the flow velocity in the return flow

layer, ŷ0h1/(h2 2 h1), becomes large and the solution of the

two-column model may become unstable. This is not an

issue for the equilibrium solutions in the range of param-

eters shown in this study but can be an issue during the

integration of the prognostic equations depending on the

initial conditions. To avoid this issue, we define aminimum

return flow–layer height, hrfl,min 5 25m below which we

assume that the shallow circulation is not closed in its up-

per branch but that instead theBLflow increases h2. In this

case, the equations above are modified by adding the term

d2,iws,2 5 d2,iŷ
0h1/X2 on the right-hand side of Eq. (B7) and

by omitting the advection terms in the return flow layer

[rightmost term on the right-hand side of Eqs. (B12) and

(B14)].
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